
TB: I know this is a film that you’ve been working on for many years. 
How did the project first take root in your mind? 
 
DS: It was a combination of different passions, with practical matters, 
and also goals for what to do after having made one animated movie, 
My Entire High School Sinking into the Sea (2016). I wanted to write 
something more complicated—morally, emotionally, and technically—
than my first movie, and also something more subtle and specific. 
 
I wrote High School Sinking thinking I wouldn’t get any good actors, 
so that dictated the range of the characters, the script. On this one, 
I thought I might get good actors, so I wanted to write more specific 
parts. That specificity would extend to the drawing: a thin line, more 
detailed, rendered style. Winsor McCay had a beautiful thin-line style 
and is one of the original cartoonist-animators. I love that his first 
cartoons are about exploiting what drawing can do that live action 
can’t: depict what we can’t see. See the unseen: like Gertie the 
Dinosaur, the precursor to Jurassic Park, and he started an unfinished 
film called The Centaurs, from 1921. 
 
Drawing is our only way of seeing imaginary, mythological creatures. 
Drawing is a direct circuit to imagination. Everything made, from a 
physical invention to a proposal for how a society would operate, has 
to begin in imagination... When I go see a movie, or read a book, or 
look at a painting, I often think, “How imaginative is this?” What is 
the force of that creator’s imagination? 
 
Also, in 2016 my wife Jane ran an all-women’s Dungeons and Dragons 
group. They would come over every other Sunday, and I’d have to 
leave the apartment and wander around while they roleplayed. That 
made me think of the mostly female cast for the film, and also of 
writing something with a lot of creatures that would be fun for Jane 
to paint. She painted most of the cryptids in the movie.
 
TB: I played a lot of D&D as a kid, and Cryptozoo definitely called to 
mind the hours I spent paging through Monster Manuals. The film itself 
is like a bestiary, but of a very unusual kind, because it brings together 
creatures from such a wide range of mythological traditions—the gorgon 
of ancient Greek legend, for instance, here shares a narrative world with 
the Japanese baku. How did this menagerie come together? 

What drew you to these particular cryptids, and how did you learn of 
them more generally?

DS: I played D&D when I was younger, but I don’t play anymore. That’s 
Jane’s territory now. I fell in love with cryptids through much older art—
the unicorn tapestry at the Met Cloisters, the gorgon mosaic at the 
Isabella Stewart Gardner Museum. The baku was the most exciting for 
me. Hokusai did a drawing of a baku in the early 1800s. Comic Baku is 
also an experimental manga comics anthology. The idea of eating dreams, 
for good and for bad, is so compelling. Especially as a subject for a film, 
because great films can really replicate a dream state, or dip in and out 
of dream logic. 
 
I wanted all of the cryptids to come from actual mythologies. While it’s 
a fantasy film, it was important to me that it be about our world, our 
reality. For instance, Angeliki Papoulia is a Greek actress voicing Phoebe, 
the gorgon, and she said she read lots of Greek legends growing up. 
Obviously, the Cryptozoo is in the United States. It is a failed attempt 
at a melting pot, or salad bowl, housing and exploiting the cryptids from 
around the world... 
 
In a way, like everything I do, the film is a big collage. It’s about drawing 
connections and juxtapositions. In the writing and literal composition of 
the film, I’m trying to create interesting relationships between all of these 
different elements—the characters, content, and the formal properties.
 
TB: Speaking of the actors, how would you describe your method of 
working with performers in voiceover? Did you already have a sense of 
what you wanted out of a given voice as you were writing and animating? 
Or did new possibilities emerge through the process of recording?
 
DS: I didn’t go to film school—I mostly drew comic books—so working 
with actors was a completely new experience on my first film. The voices 
for High School Sinking were all done after the character design and 
drawing. We had over half of the film done and drawn before I thought 
about casting. For this one, I only drew a character after they had been 
cast. 
 
For Cryptozoo, I video recorded the voice performances. For instance, in 
the opening scenes between the two hippies, Louisa Krause and 
Michael Cera, I video recorded them physically performing the scenes 
and I drew reference from that. I didn’t trace the photos. I just looked 
at them and drew them like in figure drawing classes. You feel it in the 
opening scenes: that these are two actual people who actually like each 
other, even if the drawings are strange because it’s being filtered through 
my hand. It has a realism I didn’t have on High School Sinking. 
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Also, knowing the cast members inspired their character designs. 
None of the characters look exactly like actors, but I tried to take 
some spiritual element or sideways inspiration. Lake Bell, who plays 
Lauren, is a perfect example of that. Her voice and appearance 
suggested she could have been a Pre-Raphaelite woman. The Dante 
Gabriel Rosetti paintings of Jane Morris are so hugely iconic, on 
every teen girl’s bedroom wall, but I had never seen that look in a 
film before.
 
TB: I’m curious about how the characters evolved. Did you begin with 
a central figure in mind? Were they modeled on specific people in any 
way?
 
DS: I began with a trio of characters who all approach the zoo 
from different angles—Joan is the financial backbone of the zoo, 
and she’s not afraid to sell souvenirs or install a tacky carousel to 
ensure profitability. Phoebe, a human-passing humanoid cryptid, 
sees herself as the champion of the cryptids. She views the zoo 
solely as a vehicle for educating the public. Meanwhile, Lauren 
needs the zoo to continue her personal quest of rescuing all of these 
legendary beings. From there, it spread out. Part of the fun of the 
movie is that it should feel huge, globe-trotting, a large cast, but 
obviously be done in an independent, idiosyncratic way.
 
When you ask about if they’re modeled on particular people, 
strangely my mind went immediately to Jay, Phoebe’s fiance. Jay 
is voiced by my friend Raj Parameswaran, who is an author of the 
book I Am an Executioner. He’s drawn to look like Raj and he’s 
holding his own book. The goal for that scene was to be a realistic 
domestic moment inside of all of this fantasy, so I tried to make it 
as specific to him as possible.
 
TB: Cryptozoo is a departure from your earlier work in a number of 
ways, but it also struck me that this movie has, like your book New 
School, a theme park at its center. Is there something about the 
theme park—as an environment, say, or as a concept—that fascinates 
you?
 
DS: Like most aspiring cartoonists and animators, my first 
exposure to the medium was through Walt Disney. Disney’s venture 
into theme parks is fascinating, particularly his original concept for 
Epcot Center. Originally, Disney wanted Epcot to be an actual city 
where people would live. It was his ultimate utopian vision. Then, 
when he died, in 1966, they just altered and executed it as another 
amusement park. A tragedy. Construction began in 1967. We see it 

under construction in Cryptozoo when they’re in Florida. Ideally, a theme park 
is a place where imagination reigns, a dream space, but of course in reality 
you’re trapped in a shopping mall.
 
TB: Cryptozoo is technically set in the 60s, but like any good period piece it’s 
actually, as you suggest, about the present. The tragic prospect hanging over the 
film is that the military could harness the baku’s abilities for nefarious purposes, 
and siphon away the counterculture’s dreams for another world. 

What I kept thinking as I watched, though, was that this already happened—it’s a 
21st-century story. Our generation has been told, over and over, about what isn’t 
politically possible, with “pragmatism” held up as some kind of 
presupposed ideal. Our imaginations, in other words, have been everywhere 
hemmed in. Though in recent months, as crisis piled atop crisis, it felt like 
something shifted, and all these “impractical” notions about how we might 
organize society, from healthcare to housing to public safety, effloresced across 
the country. What was it like finishing the movie in 2020, a year like none other?
 
DS: I know what you mean. This is why the baku is the most important 
cryptid in the universe of the film. Joan says, “without dreams, there can be no 
future.” 
 
A blessing and a curse with comics, cartoons—my chosen mediums—is that 
they take forever to make. I wrote and storyboarded Cryptozoo when Obama 
was president. We cast it, and the first voice recordings were in the first 
months of the Trump presidency. Then, the last pick-up voice recordings, four 
years later, were done remotely because of the pandemic. Over all of those 
years, we worked on this every day. The script and plan never changed, but 
when you’re drawing someone, or painting a background, everything happens 
in its present moment.
 
TB: Compared with live-action filmmaking, animation like yours seems like more 
of a solitary pursuit—just you and the drawing in that present moment—but you’ve 
also had a couple of key collaborators for this piece, outside of the cast, like your 
wife, Jane Samborski, and the film’s composer, John Carroll Kirby. 

How did you and Jane go about sharing the task of animation, and how did you 
work with John to develop the score?
 
DS: There are a lot of different artists who worked on this, painters doing 
backgrounds or props for distinct sequences.
 
Jane really took charge of the animation on this one. On High School Sinking, 
Jane was so upset with how I was organizing and laying in images that she 
banished me from that part of the process. She is the Animation Director of 



Cryptozoo. She created a Google spreadsheet to organize all of the 
different assets and the steps for each asset and shot. And she 
manages Emily Wolver, the lead animator. When I watch the film, I 
see Jane in every frame. She is not only in the details—gestures in 
the character performances and what would be considered the 
cinematography of the movie—but also in how whole sequences 
appear. We share a “film by” credit because that’s the most accurate 
description of the film.
 
About the score, the filmmaker Rick Alverson also lives in Richmond, 
Virginia. He put me in touch with the label Jagjaguwar. I told them 
I was looking for a composer with a really unusual, new sound. I 
described Cryptozoo to them. The films that Cryptozoo are in the 
lineage of, like Akira and Fantastic Planet, all have really startling, 
original scores. The kind of score that you wouldn’t expect, but 
completely align with the picture in an intuitive, magical way. I felt if 
we didn’t find absolutely the right composer, it would be a 
colossal failure. The first person they thought of was John Carroll 
Kirby. I had never heard of John before, but I listened to his album 
Travel and fell in love. He describes that album as “third generation 
exotica.” I had never heard anything like it, and it was perfect for 
Cryptozoo. So, I met him in 2017. And then a few years later he had 
made a bunch of other albums and become more well known. His 
manager said he only had time to score Cryptozoo because of the 
pandemic. The tour for his latest album had been canceled.
 
TB: Well, any ambitious endeavor in filmmaking entails an embrace 
of chance, the unexpected, of what’s in the cards. It’s a relatively brief 
sequence in the movie, but I’m quite fond of the tarot scene. How did it 
find its way into Cryptozoo?
 
DS: My dad read tarot and, as a hobby, paints copies of Pamela 
Colman Smith’s illustrations for the Waite-Smith deck. So I grew up 
with that deck and books about the tarot around the house. However, 
I myself only got into it seriously much later, in my twenties. 
 
I collect different decks and tarot-related books. I had never seen a 
very long, serious tarot reading in a film before. I do four card 
readings with the Waite-Smith deck almost every day, and record 
my readings as a diary. It’s part of my regular practice and I wanted 
to incorporate it into the film at a key point. It’s in the center of the 
movie and I hope it deepens the characters and film in a way that 
tarot does for me. 

 

Tarot is like comics in that it’s a visual sequence. It’s also like comics in that 
you can study the history of different decks and see how different artists 
interpret the same characters, like the Marvel universe. It’s fun, and increases 
visual interpretation skills. The tarot has dramatically improved my visual 
literacy. It’s taught me to see more clearly. It taught me that something is 
both its particular self and a symbol of itself—and that the difference between 
the distinct thing and the symbol is fluid.

TB: I’ve always admired you as a colorist, and I feel like the coloring is 
especially consequential in Cryptozoo, in terms of the way the forms are felt and 
understood, the way we perceive a figure itself as well as its symbolic charge. 
How would you characterize the film’s palette and its conception?

DS: When I started doing comics in college, color felt like an unexplored zone, 
because so many of the alternative comics of the 1990s were in black and 
white. So that led to me making a lot of comics that would use color-coding, 
or expressionistic, unusual colors. Color that would add meaning, rather than 
describe naturalistically things that were already delineated in the line art. 
Anyway, at this point my color is totally intuitive. It’s personal and can’t be 
imitated or put through a production process. It goes in and out of naturalism.

TB: Contemporary Hollywood is dominated by comic book movies, and I 
wonder, as a cartoonist, how you see a work like Cryptozoo relative to that vein 
of pop culture. 
 
DS: I know the comics that those movies are based on extremely well, 
especially the Ditko [Spider-Man, Dr. Strange] and Kirby [Fantastic Four, 
Avengers] ones. To me, Steve Ditko is comparable to William Blake—a 
visionary storyteller. Utterly unique. Kirby is more like Picasso—a 
world-builder, endlessly innovative. The fact that they worked in a popular, 
disregarded medium doesn’t matter. They were true, visionary artists. So, 
when their work is adapted a million times, by literally millions of different 
people, the force of their visions are so strong they shine through. Their 
imagination was so powerful, millions of people were inspired to contribute! In 
my own way, I hope Cryptozoo is like those original comics. 
 
Someone watched Cryptozoo and told me, “it’s like recreating some 
half-remembered Hollywood adventure movie that you watched as a child 
when you had a fever.” That’s exactly what I was going for—a big movie, but 
warped, personal, idiosyncratic. When I go to the movies, I want a spectacle, 
but I want it coming from a unique perspective, full of real imagination.

Thomas Beard is a founder and director of Light Industry, a venue for film and electronic 
art in Brooklyn, and a Programmer at Large for Film at Lincoln Center.
 

A still from Winsor McCay’s The Centaurs, 1921 [unfinished]







TB: How did you approach the design and painting of the cryptids, like 
the baku or the tarasque? Was there an iconographic history that you 
drew from, looking at how they’d been depicted historically?

JS: Yes, I researched early depictions of each cryptid. I wanted to 
start with designs that came from the mythical beast’s native culture. 
When you Google image search cryptids, you mostly get modern 
interpretations—D&D and pathfinder—but I tried to go to the older 
images, which often look stranger to our modern eyes. I paint in my 
style, but I try to stay true to the uniqueness of those designs. The 
tarasque in particular is such a bizarre amalgamation. Modern 
interpretations try to impose logic on it, make it look cool or scary like 
a horror movie monster, but the original is so absurd and wonderful! 
 
The historic source material also inspired the way many of the 
cryptids move. The tengu is one of my favorites, its movement harkens 
back to the poses in Japanese Ukiyo-e prints. The Camoodi’s angular 
movement was inspired by Mayan representations of serpents.
 
TB: You worked with a larger team of artists for this film, compared to 
High School Sinking. What new possibilities did this dynamic open up? 
What challenges did it present?

JS: The biggest challenge for this film was organizational. The scope 
of Cryptozoo is SO much bigger. High School Sinking was organized 
with post-it notes and an 18-page physical document with teeny tiny 
lines. We started Cryptozoo the same way, but it was super apparent 
it wasn’t sustainable for this project... I took a step back and designed 
a spreadsheet. It saved the film, and probably Dash’s and my marriage, 
too. 

Working with Emily, the lead animator, has been wonderful. She came 
onto the project as an intern while she was still in college. It’s been a 
joy to see her grow as an artist. It’s a huge weight off my shoulders to 
say, “take care of this,” and know she’s going to come up with some-
thing amazing and surprising. It’s hard to surprise yourself! In this film, 
as in High School Sinking, the best moments happen when multiple 
minds come together to make something better than each could alone. 

TB: The film is remarkable in the way it straddles the fantastical and 
the naturalistic. It’s an odd question, perhaps, since the movie is about 
imaginary beings, but did a certain kind of realism inform your 
animation?

JS: I’ve loved observational drawing for forever, particularly 
drawing people. When I animate, I shoot for a veracity to help sell 
what are often unusual drawings. I watched lots of cartoons and 
anime growing up, but I was never interested in animating in that 
style. The limited animation sensibility of the film is Dash’s 
influence... I’m always pushing for more movement.  
 
I’ve always had good proprioception—an awareness of where your 
own body is in space. That helps my animation, and when I play 
with circus silks. I can imagine my own body moving and know 
fairly accurately what it would look like from the outside. My 
impulse towards naturalism butts up against the puppets in this film 
in a really interesting way. Sometimes the motion comes out 
realistic, sometimes it’s stilted. Both are interesting to me. The first 
does so much to build character, while the later embraces that we 
are creating an illusion with still drawings.
 
One of the earliest challenges in Cryptozoo was how to make the 
characters feel alive, despite being so still. In High School Sinking, 
much of the life came from the boiling black line, everything was 
always moving! I pulled an idea from anime, and created continuous 
motion in the eyes. The irises cycle through a series of watercolor 
paintings. They catch the light, and suggest the character has a 
living soul. 
 
Like any animator, I’m using my own body as a model, so some 
characters come more easily. Phoebe was very intuitive, she and I 
share a lot of physical mannerisms. Gustav was fun because he’s the 
one place I had an opportunity to be silly. Nicholas was a 
hilarious challenge because he’s got forehead meat instead of 
eyebrows. Lauren was tricky, she’s maybe the least like me. I’ve 
spent so much time with each of them, I really love every character. 

Jane Samborksi, Animation Director



TB: This is the first time you’ve scored a feature-length film. What 
was the process like, and how would you compare your music 
generally to your work on Cryptozoo?

JCK: My initial effort was to make “film score” music.  After a 
bit of coaxing, Dash was able to help the score sound more like 
a “John Carroll Kirby” record.  Dash would sometimes reference 
sounds Ive used on my past solo albums, and ask me to 
incorporate them into the score.  By the end I viewed myself as a 
wordless narrator, speaking candidly in my own tongue.

In my music, I use my imagination to portray places, mental 
states, or personal emotions.  In Cryptozoo I had to imagine 
characters, and their traits.  I had to ask myself how to musically 
portray qualities like hopefulness, naivety, evil, inquisitiveness and 
ambition.

John Carroll Kirby, Composer
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